Local convergence analysis of the proximal point method for a special class of nonconvex functions on Hadamard manifold is presented in this paper. The well definedness of the sequence generated by the proximal point method is guaranteed. Moreover, it is proved that each cluster point of this sequence satisfies the necessary optimality conditions and, under additional assumptions, its convergence for a minimizer is obtained.
Introduction
The extension of the concepts and techniques of the Mathematical Programming of the Euclidean space R n to Riemannian manifolds is natural. It has been frequently done in recent years, with a theoretical purpose and also to obtain effective algorithms; see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In particular, we observe that, these extensions allow the solving of some nonconvex constrained problems in Euclidean space. More precisely, nonconvex problems in the classic sense may become convex with the introduction of an adequate Riemannian metric on the manifold (see, for example [10] ). The proximal point algorithm, introduced by Martinet [11] and Rockafellar [12] , has been extended to different contexts; see [4, 6] and the references therein. In [4] , the authors generalized the proximal point method for solving convex optimization problems of the form
where M is a Hadamard manifold and f : M → R is a convex function (in the Riemannian sense). The method was described as follows:
with p
• ∈ M an arbitrary point, d the intrinsic Riemannian distance (to be defined later on) and {λ k } a sequence of positive numbers. The authors also showed that this extension is natural. As regards to [6] the authors generalized the proximal point method with Bregman distance to solve quasiconvex and convex optimization problems also on Hadamard manifold.
Spingarn in [13] has, in particular, developed the proximal point method for the minimization of a certain class of nondifferentiable nonconvex functions, namely, the lower-C 2 functions defined in Euclidean spaces; see also [14] . Kaplan and Tichatschke in [15] also applied the proximal point method for the minimization of a similar class of the ones of [14, 13] , namely, functions defined as maximum of a certain collection (finite/infinite) of continuously differentiable functions. In [16] we study, in the Riemannian context, the same class of functions studied in [15] . In that context we applied the proximal point method (2) to solve the problem (1), however we assumed that the collection of functions defining the objective function was finite.
Our goal is to extend the results of [16] . We consider that the objective function is given by the maximum of a collection infinite of continuously differentiable functions. To obtain the results in [16] , it was necessary to study the generalized directional derivative in the Riemannian manifolds context. In this paper we go further in the study of properties of the generalized directional derivative in order to analyze the convergence of the proximal point method. Several works have studied such concepts and presented many useful results in the Riemannian optimization context; see for example [17, 5, 18, 19] .
The paper is divided as follows. In Section 2 we give the notation and some results on the Riemannian geometry which we will use along the paper. In Section 3 we recall some facts of the convex analysis on Hadamard manifolds. In Section 4 we present definition of generalized directional derivative of a locally Lipschitz function (not necessarily convex) which, in the Euclidean case, coincides with the Clarke generalized directional derivative. Moreover, some properties of that derivative are presented, amongst which the upper semicontinuity of the directional derivative. In Section 5 we study the proximal point method (2) to solve the problem (1), in the case where the objective function is a real-valued function (non-necessarily convex) on a Hadamard manifold M given by the maximum of a certain class of functions. Finally in Section 6 we provide an example where the proximal point method for nonconvex problems is applied.
Notation and terminology
In this section we introduce some fundamental properties and notations on Riemannian geometry. These basic facts can be found in any introductory book on Riemannian geometry, such as in [20, 21] .
Let M be an n-dimensional connected manifold. We denote by T p M the n-dimensional tangent space of M at p, by 
In the particular case of γ is the unique curve joining points p and q in M then parallel transport along γ from p to q is denoted by P pq :
A Riemannian manifold is complete if geodesics are defined for any values of t. Hopf-Rinow's theorem asserts that if this is the case then any pair of points, say p and q, in M can be joined by a (not necessarily unique) minimal geodesic segment.
Moreover, (M, d) is a complete metric space and bounded and closed subsets are compact. Take p ∈ M. The exponential map
We denote by R the curvature tensor defined by
Then the sectional curvature with respect to X and Y is given by
0 for all X and Y , then M is called a Riemannian manifold of nonpositive curvature and we use the short notation K 0. 
A complete simply connected Riemannian manifold of nonpositive sectional curvature is called a Hadamard manifold. The Theorem 2.1 says that if M is Hadamard manifold, then M has the same topology and differential structure of the Euclidean space R n . Furthermore, are known some similar geometrical properties of the Euclidean space R n , such as, given two points there exists a unique geodesic that joins them. In this paper, all manifolds M are assumed to be Hadamard finite dimensional.
Convexity in Hadamard manifold
In this section, we introduce some fundamental properties and notations of convex analysis on Hadamard manifolds which will be used later. We will see that these properties are similar to those obtained in convex analysis on the Euclidean space R n . References to convex analysis on Euclidean space R n are in [22] , and on Riemannian manifold are in [23, 4, 7, 21, 8, 9] .
The set Ω ⊂ M is said to be convex if any geodesic segment with end points in Ω is contained in Ω. Let 
(remember that M is a Hadamard manifold); see, for example, [21] .
Proof. See [23] .
Moreover, if it is established that for all 
Moreover, Proposition 3.1 together with Remark 3.1 imply that there exist L 2 , δ 2 > 0 such that
Simple algebraic manipulations imply that
Therefore, taking δ = min{δ 1 , δ 2 }, using (4) and (5) we conclude from the last inequality that
and the proof is finished. 
where P pq is the parallel transport along the geodesic segment joining p to q.
Generalized directional derivatives
In this section we present definitions for the generalized directional derivative and subdifferential of a locally Lipschitz function (not necessarily convex) which, in the Euclidean case, coincide with the Clarke generalized directional derivative and subdifferential, respectively. Moreover, some properties of those concepts are presented, amongst them the upper semicontinuity of the directional derivative and a relationship between the subdifferential of a sum of two Lipschitz locally function (in the particular case that one of them is differentiable) and its subdifferentials. 
which is the Clarke generalized directional derivative; see [25] . Therefore, the generalized differential derivative on Hadamard manifold is a natural extension of the Clarke generalized differential derivative. Now we are going to prove the upper semicontinuity of the generalized directional derivative. The following result will be useful. 
Proof. See Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.1 of [26] .
Proposition 4.1. Let Ω ⊂ M be an open convex set and f : M → R be a locally Lipschitz function. Then, f
• is upper
Proof.
For proving the inequality (7) first note
So, by definition of upper limit, there exists (q
withd being the Riemannian distance in TM. Let U p ⊂ Ω be a neighborhood of p such that TU p ≈ U p × R n and f is Lipschitz in U p with constant L p . From the first inequality in (8), we obtain
On the other hand, as lim k→+∞ (p k , v k ) = (p, v), we conclude from the second inequality in (8) that 
Therefore, combining the last equation, (9), (10), and Definition 4.1 the result follows. 
Proof. From the definition of the generalized directional derivative we have
which immediately implies that
Therefore, the result follows by using simple upper limit properties together with the definition of the generalized directional derivative.
Next we generalize the definition of subdifferential for locally Lipschitz functions defined on Hadamard manifold. 
Because 
On the other hand, as p
pp , the last inequality becomes
pp and the proof is concluded. 
On the other hand, as f + (λ/2) d 2 (.,p) is convex on Ω, applying Proposition 4.2 we have
Therefore, the result follows by combining two latter inclusions.
Proximal point method for nonconvex problems
In this section we present an application of the proximal point method for minimizing a real-valued function (nonnecessarily convex) given by the maximum of a certain class of continuously differentiable functions. Our goal is to prove the following theorem: Moreover, assume that the minimizer set of f is non-empty, i. e., 
converges to a point p * ∈ U * .
Remark 5.1. The continuity of each function ϕ(., τ ) onΩ in (h2) guarantees that the level sets of the function f , in particular the solution set U * , are closed in the topology of the manifold M.
In the next remark we show that if Ω is bounded and ϕ(., τ ) is convex on Ω and continuous onΩ for all τ ∈ T then f satisfies the assumptions (h2) and (h3).
Remark 5.2. If ϕ(., τ ) is a convex function on Ω and continuous inΩ for all τ ∈ T then the assumption (h2) is naturally verified and if (h1) hold then (h3) also holds. For details, see [16] .
In order to prove the above theorem we need some preliminary results. From now on we assume that every assumptions on Theorem 5.1 hold, with the exception of (h1), (h2) and (h3), which will be considered to hold only when explicitly stated.
Proof. Since T is compact and ϕ is continuous the well definition of f follows. To conclude, see Lemma 4.1 in [16] . } be the sequence generated by the proximal point method (11) . Then
Moreover, if λ k satisfies (12) and ( =p ∈ L f (f (q)), (11) implies that the whole sequence is in L f (f (q)). From Lemma 5.2 item (i) we have 
Now, the relation (13) Remark 6.1. Function f (x) = max τ ϕ(x, τ ), in the above example, is nonconvex (in the Euclidean sense) when restricted to any open neighborhood containing its minimizer x * = 1. Therefore, the local classical proximal point method (see [15] ) cannot be applied to minimize that function. Also, as f is nonconvex in the Riemannian sense, the Riemannian proximal point method (see [4] ) cannot be applied to minimize that function; see Example in [16] for more details.
Final remarks
We have extended the range of application of the proximal point method to solve nonconvex optimization problems on Hadamard manifold in the case that the objective function is given by the maximum of a certain infinite collection of continuously differentiable functions. Convexity of the auxiliary problems is guaranteed with the choice of appropriate regularization parameters in relation to the constants of Lipschitz of the field gradients of the functions which they compose the class in question. As regards Theorem 5.1, in the particular case where ϕ(., τ ) is convex for τ ∈ T , convexity of the auxiliary problems is guaranteed without the need of restrictive assumptions on the regularization parameters. Besides, as observed in Remark 5.2, the additional assumptions (h2) and (h3) are satisfied whenever Ω is bounded.
